KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany
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KNIPEX PreciStrip16
Automatically strips insulation – and thanks
to additional zero correction, it also grips where
automatic devices would otherwise fail

KNIPEX PreciStrip16

NEW

Properly stripped away:
with deft precision, strip everything from very fine
to thick cables with stranded or solid conductors
Simple, precise stripping of fine stranded and solid round
cables with a wide capacity range from 0.08 to 16 mm²
with only one pair of pliers
Good grip provided by semi-circular grooved metal holding
clamps and exact cut from parabolic stripping blade
Fine adjustable zero correction of the blade setting
to special material requirements, e.g. due to large
temperature differences

12 52 195

>> With cable cutter for stranded wire from 0.08 to 16 mm²
>> With tether attachment point, suitable for KNIPEX Tethered Tools accessories
>> Inscription area for customisation
>> With adjustable length stop for precision work repeated accurately each time
>> Comfortable operation with ergonomic dual-component handle
>> Easily replaceable blade cassette

Parabolic blade separates the insulation first
and then automatically pulls it back

How parabolic blades work
The parabolic bulging blade pair
(red) extensively encloses and cuts
the insulation and is thus suitable
for many flexible materials

Customisable using the inscription area

With cable cutter on the top side for up to 16 mm²

Semi-circular grooved holding clamp for better grip that holds practically any insulation material
securely in place

Article No.
12 52 195 
12 52 195 SB

EAN
4003773085829
085997

12 49 31 

086000

mm
195
195

mm2
0.08 - 16
0.08 - 16

Spare blade pair for 12 52 195

KNIPEX-Werk · C. Gustav Putsch KG · 42337 Wuppertal

For special requirements, such as particularly hard or soft insulation materials, optimum fine
adjustments can be made using the adjustment wheel with its tactile locking positions

AWG
28 - 5
28 - 5

g
180
180
10
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